
VeloViewer Live - Quickstart guide
Please note that Wi-Fi only iPads do not have a GPS chip, they will show your location based on 
WiFi networks but once out of town, location tracking doesn’t work! Apple advise the use of a Bad 
Elf plug-in GPS - https://bad-elf.com/pages/be-gps-1008-detail

Initial set up (only required to be done the once)
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2. Turn off the auto screen locking of your device:
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3. Head to your normal Race Hub page on your tablet - use Safari on iPad or Chrome on Android.

4. Click the “Live” link near the top right - a new tab will open.

5. Add the page to your devices home screen as follows:
C. iPad - Tap the Share button (a square with an 

arrow coming out of it) then choose “Add to Home 
Screen”.

D. Android - Tap the Chrome menu button and 
choose “Add to Home Screen”.

This will have created a “Web App” for VeloViewer Live 
which means the VeloViewer Live webpage will run 
without any of the browser chrome (i.e. the top menu) 
taking up space.

https://bad-elf.com/pages/be-gps-1008-detail


You can now close those browser tabs as we will run VeloViewer Live from the home screen from 
now on.

Using VeloViewer Live
You should now see the “VeloViewer - Live” icon.  Tap that to open VeloViewer Live.

IMPORTANT - Make sure you allow the site to access your location if prompted!

(the right of the two icons shown above)

Main Menu

IMPORTANT - Tapping the VeloViewer logo at any point whilst using the app returns you to 
this main menu.

• “Refresh” button - reloads the app incase anything has gone wrong.
• Today’s races - listed with a green background.
• “Route List” - takes you to the Route List page.
• “Settings” - takes you to the Settings page.
• “Back to route” - only shown if you have already viewed a route, takes you back to the Route 

page.

Your current lat/lng and online status are always shown in the bottom right corner.  If this isn’t 
showing a location then check the troubleshooting section at the end of this document.



If you have saved the map tiles for the route then no internet connection is required to use 
the app for that route.

Route List

• “Check for changes” - the list of races and their course details are stored on your device.  They 
should update automatically once a day but you can force an update to pick up new races or 
changes to existing courses using this button.

• The full season’s races are listed in chronological order with those in the past shown in darker 
grey.  Today’s races shown in green.

• Tap the race to expand and see the stages.
• Click on the stage you want to see to open its route.



Settings

• Option to show distance markers on the route map.
• Option to show distance circles on map.
• Option to sound a warning beep at a chosen distance from each waymarker.
• Option to show grayscale map rather than colour.
• Toggle between north always pointing to up and direction of travel being up in map.
• Tile padding - option to save a extra map tiles around the route.
• Extra map detail - option to use internet (if available) to download more zoomed in map tiles as 

required when in use.
• Total number of saved map tiles and button to clear them.  There is a good chance that you will 

need to clear down the map tiles from time to time otherwise you will probably run into a storage 
limit imposed by the browser.  I’ve not encountered it myself as yet.

• Back to route button to let you quickly get back to viewing your current route. 



Route

• “Save [n] required map tiles” - saves the map tiles down to a defined zoom level along the length 
of the course.  Make sure you press this button while you are on WI-FI before heading out 
in the car.

• Progress along the route will be shown on the bottom profile, on the map and on the distance/
remaining fields.

• The “Full” drop down lets you pick the auto-zoom level for the map.  Full will show the complete 
route from start to finish.  The distance options allow you to see the next 2/5/10/25/50 km with 
the map constantly adjusting to keep that much of the upcoming route in view.

• The target toggle button in the bottom right determines whether the map auto updates based on 
you changing location or not.  Uncheck this button if you want to zoom and/or pan around the 
map.  Turn it back on again when you want the map to auto adjust again. 



This image shows the map zoomed to show the upcoming 5km of the route with the overall 
progress through the stage clearly shown on the bottom profile.  The map line also goes black 
once each part is completed.

Below the distance remaining is shown a zoomed in 2D profile of the next 5km of the route (the 
length adjusts inline with the option at the bottom).  That combined with the gradients on the map 
line should give a good indication of what is coming up.

Tapping on a Waymarker will show a popup with its full details including any custom text that has 
been added in the Race Hub:



When you open a route it will attempt to find your current location along the route.  If the closest 
location is the start of the route then it will head straight into the map view.

Hopefully this will just make sense when you use it!

It deals with multiple laps allowing you to pick the lap you are currently on by picking the current 
race distance.

IMPORTANT - If it manages to get confused and looses the correct position along the route 
you can force this position picker popup by tapping on the bottom profile.

Note: If the route has a neutralised section set up then it should all still work OK. Let me know if 
you see any errors.



Velon Live Rider Tracking
If you are a member of a team collaborating with Velon then you have the option to view the live 
positions and data of your team’s riders in races being supported by Velon. 

You will need to get in touch with a representative of Velon (usually Mark Coyle) at the race in 
order to get your Velon credentials. Enter these at the bottom of your Live app’s settings (you may 
need to scroll down to see them). If the race is set up for live tracking then you will see an area on 
the left of the Route screen that shows connection and rider information. 

The location, power, heart rate, speed and cadence data comes directly from Velon’s servers to 
your device and is not stored on the device. VeloViewer’s servers never come into contact with this 
data. 

More info on Velon live rider tracking in the Live app available here: https://s3.amazonaws.com/ 
s3.veloviewer.com/temp/Live/VeloViewer+Velon+Live+App.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/
http://s3.veloviewer.com/temp/Live/VeloViewer+Velon+Live+App.pdf


Troubleshooting

Location not available
If your current location isn’t being shown in the app then chances are permission to use your 
location hasn’t been granted.  In this case you will see “Permission denied” in small text in the 
bottom right corner of the Live app.

iPad - make sure Safari has location turned on:
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Make sure your device has access to GPS.  Only the cellular iPads have built in GPS.

If you have a Wi-Fi only iPad you can try using an external, bluetooth GPS receiver connected e.g. 
http://www.cactusnav.com/garmin-portable-gpsglonass-receiver-with-vehicle-power-cable-
p-13443.html which although it does seam to work 95% of the time I did have issues with the iPad 
loosing the bluetooth connection from time to time so it isn’t a solution I’d recommend.

If you have accidentally denied access to your location when asked then you will need to reset the 
devices location settings in order to allow it to get your location again:

Settings > General > Reset > Reset Location & Privacy

You will then need to re-enable location services for Safari in Settings > Privacy > Location 
Services. 

Trying it all out
You can create your own training camps in the Race Hub and add in your own Strava routes so 
you can try out the Race Hub and Live app outside the stresses of racing.

If you have any question please get in touch with Ben at veloviewer@gmail.com

http://www.cactusnav.com/garmin-portable-gpsglonass-receiver-with-vehicle-power-cable-p-13443.html
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